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BRAKE

B R A K E

Kit out NAVARA for work and leisure with Nissan’s 
fully integrated accessories. Start with a super-
smart, uber-tough hard top, built on spec to blend 
with NAVARA’s design. The standard version 
comes with central locking on opening rear door 
and integrated stop lamp. The premium version 
adds opening side windows, interior lighting and 
bespoke fabric interior lining. Mount your hard 
top, the must-have for everyday adventure.

On the cover: NAVARA in Savannah yellow accessorised with Savannah 
yellow hard top (43), chrome front styling bar stainless steel (74), chrome 
side styling bar stainless steel (70).

* Available on premium version only

HARD TOP. EASY LIFE WITH A FULLY 
INTEGRATED DESIGN

Central lock Opening windows*Interior lighting* Interior trims*Stop lamp
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Work more efficiently: select a bedliner to suit your 
job in plastic or aluminium and protect the bed, 
tailgate and bed top edges, create tie-down points 
with bed rail caps.

BEDLINERS PROTECT 
YOUR BUSINESS

1- Bed rails caps (62)

2- Plastic bedliner (57)

3- Tailgate protection in plastic (63)

4- Aluminium bedliner with 
plastic side protection (58) (60)
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BED ACCESSORIES 
MEAN SMART 
MANAGEMENT
Get organized with Nissan’s practical 
accessories, designed with functionality in 
mind. With a fully integrated sliding tray, 
bed divider, tool box and a sturdy metallic 
step for easy access, you’re sorted.

1- Tool box plastic (65)

2- Sliding tray (61)

3- Retractable rear step (67)

4- Bed divider (66)
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LOAD COVERS PREPARE 
YOU FOR ADVENTURE

All work and no play? Not NAVARA. 
Choose the best tonneau cover to protect 

your load – the aluminium, roll cover or soft 
version - then add a load carrier across 

the top, pile on the bikes and have some fun! 

1- Tonneau cover, soft (50)

2- Roll cover (48)

3- Tonneau cover, aluminium (46)

4- Bed load carriers with 2 high grade 
bicyle carriers (149)
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1- Towbar mounted bicycle carrier, 3 bikes, available in  
7 and 13 pins (also available in 2 bikes version) (126)

2- Ski/snowboard carrier, up to 6 pairs slideable (also  
available up to 4 pairs and up to 3 pairs versions) (146)

3- Towbar, flanged (118)

4- Cross bars for roof railing (142)

LOAD CARRIERS 
STRETCH YOUR 

TIME OUT 
For serious leisure, you need a towbar –  

and Nissan’s got just the one for you: 
fixed or specially designed to carry your 

bikes or skis. Add a set of stylish roof 
rails and take some extras…you might 

want to stay longer.
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1- Bed styling bars with light (in option), chrome (72) (78)

2- Rear styling corners, chrome (73)

3- Side styling bars, chrome (70)

4- Front styling bar, chrome (74)

Personalize your pick up with big impact 
styling bars. Robust and resilient in signature 
NAVARA style, they show you mean business. 
Reveal your dark side with black bars against 
a white body or strike a contrast with shiny 
chrome bars on a black body. Brilliant.

CHOOSE BETWEEN  
YOUR DARK OR SHINY SIDE

1- Bed styling bars with light (in option), black (75) (78)

2- Rear styling corners, black (76)

3- Side styling bars, black (71)

4- Front styling bar, black (77)
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ACTION SPORTS 
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS
Complete your look with a selection of sporty styling accessories, 
including shiny chrome and dark black finishers, aluminium entry 
guards and a snazzy shark antenna.

1- Shark antenna, solid white (also available in black, grey and red) (85)

2- Entry guards, aluminium (83)

3- Exhaust finisher, chrome (82)

4- Rear styling corner stainless steel, chrome (73)

5- Rear styling corner stainless steel, black (76)

6- Rear light finisher, chrome (80)
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1- Black stickers, 2 stripes on bonnet and tailgate (88)

2- Black stickers, 2 stripes on each door side (90)

CITY VIBE  
GO TO TOWN
Yes, NAVARA’s got street style: make the most of 
it with viper design sticker-stripes for the bonnet, 
tailgate and doors. Urban cool. 
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ALERT SECURITY 
STANDARDS
As well as the essentials, build your defences 
with lockable wheel nuts and a front and rear 
parking system too.

1- Lockable wheel nuts (08)

2- Mats, velour or rubber with flanged (101-102)

3- Safety pack (161)

4- Front and rear parking system (154-155)

5- 18" alloy wheel Solar diamond cut dark grey (05)

6- 18" alloy wheel Solar black (06)
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ALLOY WHEELS
(01) 16" steel wheel 40300-4KJ2A

(02) 16" steel wheel 40300-4KJ3D

(03) 16" standard alloy wheel 40300-4KJ5A

(04) 18" standard alloy wheel 40300-4KJ6B

(05)  18" alloy wheel Solar diamond cut dark grey  
(center cap included) KE409-4K300GR

(06)  18" alloy wheel Solar black (center cap included) KE409-4K300BT

(07) Lockable wheel lock for spare wheel KE409-89981

(08)  Lockable wheel nuts KE409-89951

LOAD SPACE COVER - KING CAB VERSION
(09) Hard top standard version Metallic black (GN0) KE850-4K81N

(10) Hard top standard version Solid White (QM1) KE850-4K81T

(11) Hard top standard version Metallic Silver (KL0) KE850-4K81K

(12) Hard top standard version Earth bronze (CAQ) KE850-4K81M

(13) Hard top standard version Blue (BW9) KE850-4K81P

(14) Hard top standard version Savannah yellow (EAU) KE850-4K81U

(15) Hard top standard version Solid red (Z10) KE850-4K81Z

(16) Hard top standard version Grey (K51) KE850-4K81R

(17) Hard top premium version Metallic black (GN0) KE850-4K71N

(18) Hard top premium version Solid White (QM1) KE850-4K71T

(19) Hard top premium version Metallic Silver (KL0) KE850-4K71K

(20) Hard top premium version Earth bronze (CAQ) KE850-4K71M

(21) Hard top premium version Blue (BW9) KE850-4K71P

(22) Hard top premium version Savannah yellow (EAU) KE850-4K71U

(23) Hard top premium version Solid red (Z10) KE850-4K71Z

(24) Hard top premium version Grey (K51) KE850-4K71R

(25) Aluminium tonneau cover KE849-4K300

(26) Aluminium tonneau cover compatible with guard frame KE849-4K310

(27) Roll cover KE853-4K30A

(28) Roll cover compatible with guard frame KE853-4K31A

(29) Soft tonneau cover KE853-4K320

LOAD SPACE COVER - DOUBLE CAB VERSION
(30) Hard top standard version Metallic black (GN0) KE850-4K61N

(31) Hard top standard version Solid White (QM1) KE850-4K61T

(32) Hard top standard version Metallic Silver (KL0) KE850-4K61K

(33) Hard top standard version Earth bronze (CAQ) KE850-4K61M

(34) Hard top standard version Blue (BW9) KE850-4K61P

(35) Hard top standard version Savannah yellow (EAU) KE850-4K61U

(36) Hard top standard version Solid red (Z10) KE850-4K61Z

(37) Hard top standard version Grey (K51) KE850-4K61R

(38) Hard top premium version Metallic black (GN0) KE850-4K51N

(39) Hard top premium version Solid White (QM1) KE850-4K51T

(40) Hard top premium version Metallic Silver (KL0) KE850-4K51K

(41) Hard top premium version Earth bronze (CAQ) KE850-4K51M

(42) Hard top premium version Blue (BW9) KE850-4K51P

(43)  Hard top premium version Savannah yellow (EAU) KE850-4K51U

(44) Hard top premium version Solid red (Z10) KE850-4K51Z

(45) Hard top premium version Grey (K51) KE850-4K51R

(46)  Aluminium tonneau cover KE849-4K400

(47) Aluminium tonneau cover compatible with guard frame KE849-4K410

(48)  Roll cover KE853-4K40A

(49) Roll cover compatible with guard frame KE853-4K41A

(50)  Soft tonneau cover KE853-4K420

BED UTILITIES - KING CAB VERSION
(51) Plastic bedliner KE931-4K00A

(52) Aluminium plate for Aluminum Bedliner KE931-4K00CS1

(53) Plastic side protection for aluminium bed liner with C-Channels KE931-4K00G

(54) Plastic side protection for aluminium bed liner without C-Channels KE931-4K00J

(55) Sliding tray KE855-4K300

(56) Bed rail caps KE935-4K31A

BED UTILITIES - DOUBLE CAB VERSION
(57)  Plastic bedliner KE931-4K00B

(58)  Aluminium plate for Aluminum Bedliner KE931-4K00DS1

(59) Plastic side protection for aluminium bed liner with C-Channels KE931-4K00H

(60) Plastic side protection for aluminium bed liner without C-Channels KE931-4K00K

(61)  Sliding tray KE855-4K400

(62)  Bed rail caps KE935-4K41A

BED UTILITIES - ALL VERSIONS
(63)  Tailgate protection in plastic (to be ordered with plastic bedliner) KE930-4K00B

(64)  Plastic bedliner Mounting kit (to be ordered with plastic bedliner) KE931-4K09A

(65)  Tool box KE851-4K01A

(66)  Bed divider KE854-4K000

(67)  Retractable rear step KE543-4K04B

EXTERIOR STYLING - KING CAB VERSION
(68) Side styling bars stainless steel in chrome KE543-4K31A

(69) Side styling bars steps stainless steel in black KE543-4K30A

EXTERIOR STYLING - DOUBLE CAB VERSION
(70)  Side styling bars stainless steel in chrome KE543-4K41A

(71)  Side styling bars stainless steel in black KE543-4K40A

EXTERIOR STYLING - ALL VERSION
(72)  Bed styling bar stainless steel in chrome KE546-4K10B

(73)  Rear styling corners stainless steel in chrome KE545-4K01A

(74)  Front styling bar stainless steel in chrome KE540-4K03A

(75)  Bed styling bar stainless steel in black KE546-4K10A

(76)  Rear styling corners stainless steel in black KE545-4K00A

(77)  Front styling bar stainless steel in black KE540-4K02A

(78)  Spot lamps (compatible with KE546-4K10A/B) KE541-4K01A

(79) Bed styling bar compatible loadspace cover KE546-4K10C

(80)  Rear light finishers B6551-4JA0A 

(81) Fog lamp set with chromed finishers KE622-4J005

(82)  Chromed exhaust finisher B0091-4JA0A

(83)  Entry guards, front set KE967-4K400

(84) Shark antenna - Solid red (Z10) KE280-4J400

(85)  Shark antenna - Solid White (QM1) KE280-4J300

(86) Shark antenna - Grey (K51) KE280-4J200

(87) Shark antenna - Metallic black (GN0) KE280-4J100

(88)  Black stickers, 2 stripes on bonnet & tailgate KE537-4K001

(89) Black stickers, 2 stripes on each door side for King cab version KE537-4K321

(90)  Black stickers, 2 stripes on each door side for Double cab version KE537-4K021

(91) Dark grey stickers, 2 stripes on bonnet & tailgate KE537-4K002

(92) Dark grey stickers, 2 stripes on each door side for King cab version KE537-4K322

(93) Dark grey stickers, 2 stripes on each door side for Double cab version KE537-4K022

EXTERIOR UTILITY
(94) Wind deflector, front and rear set for Double Cab version KE800-4K010

(95) Wind deflector, front set for King Cab version KE800-4K020

(96) Hood deflector KE610-4K000

(97) Body side moldings primered for Double Cab version KE760-4K420PR

(98) Water defense kit for tailgate KE857-4K00A

(99) Tire Step KE930-00130

MATS - KING CAB VERSION
(100) Textile mat, standard, front set KE756-4K021 

(101)  Textile mat, velour with stitching, front set KE756-4K001 

(102)  Rubber mat with flanged, front set KE751-4K089 

MATS - DOUBLE CAB VERSION
(103) Textile mat, standard, front and rear set KE755-4K021 

(104)  Textile mat, velour with stitching, front and rear set KE755-4K001 

(105)  Rubber mat with flanged, front and rear set KE758-4K089 

INTERIOR UTILITY 
(106) DAB antenna KS291-10000 

(107) Standard ashtray 96536-00Q0A

(108) Illuminated ashtray F8800-89925

(110) Smartphone holder "Grip" in black KS289-360BL 

(111) Smartphone holder "Flex" in black KS289-360FL 

(112) Smartphone holder "Push air" in black KS289-PA0BL 

(113) Telephone holder in the cup holder KE930-00300

(114) Universal tablet holder in black KS289-TH0BL 

(115) Cool box (20L) KS930-00080 

(116) Child seat, safe plus II KS530-99010 

(117) Child seat, safe plus Isofix base KS530-99090 

ORDERING
INFORMATION
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EXTENDED WARRANTY

Nissan Extended Warranty allows you to benefit from your 
NEW NAVARA warranty for a longer period or mileage. 
The range of available contracts will enable you to select 
the one that best suits your needs.

In case of a repair, only Nissan Genuine Parts will be used 
and fitted by Nissan trained technicians.

NISSAN Extended Warranty brings peace of mind to you and 
any owner of the vehicle after you, as it can be transferred, 
should you sell the vehicle privately.

Your Nissan Extended Warranty also includes complementary 
Nissan Roadside Assistance for the duration of your 
policy, giving you pan-European coverage 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year.

SERVICE CONTRACTS

Give your NAVARA the care it deserves with a Nissan 
Service Contract and get total budget control with a 
fixed price guarantee by Nissan for the contract duration. 

Our Service Contracts give you the option to fix your 
service costs for up to 8 years. 

Our Service Contracts cover all the standard servicing 
requirements for your NAVARA and can also cover the 
necessary wear and tear parts for complete peace of mind.

Benefit from the use of Nissan Genuine Parts fitted by 
our trained technicians.

A well maintained vehicle has a greater resale value.
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TOWING
(118) Towbar fl anged (short version) KE500-4KJ0B

(119)  Towbar fl anged (long version for Double Cab with step bumper) KE500-4KJ1A

(120) TEK 7 pins  KE505-4K01A

(121) Foldable bicycle carrier mounted on the towbar with 7 pins 
socket for 2 bikes (Euroride) KE738-70207

(122) Foldable bicycle carrier mounted on the towbar with 7 pins 
socket for 3 bikes (Euroride) KE738-70307

(123) TEK adaptor 7 to 13 pins KE505-89941

(124) TEK 13 pins KE505-4K01B

(125) Foldable bicycle carrier mounted on the towbar with 13 pins 
socket for 2 bikes (Euroride) KE738-70213

(126)  Foldable bicycle carrier mounted on the towbar with 13 pins 
socket for 3 bikes (Euroway G2) KS738-71313 

(127) TEK adaptor 13 to 7 pins KE505-89951

(128) TEK adaptor 13 to 7 pins and 12 S, short version KE505-89961

(129) Additional power supply KE505-4K999

(130) Bicycle carriers Hangon on the towbar for 2 bikes (Xpress 970) KS738-75200 

(131) Foldable bicycle carriers Hangon on the towbar for 3 bikes 
(Hangon 972) KS738-75300 

(132) Bike carriers Hangon option: Licence plate holder compatible 
with 7 pin socket KS738-75001 

(133) Bike carriers Hangon option: Frame adaptor KS738-75002 

(134) Bike carriers Hangon option: Antitheft lock Thule 957 KS738-75003 

(135) Safety clamp standard KE500-99935

(136) Rockinger coupling KE500-99901

(137) Jaw and pin coupling KE500-99903

(138) Jaw and pin and ball coupling KE500-99904

LOAD CARRIERS
(139)  Bed load carrier compatible with roll cover (max 75 kg) KE730-4K010

(140) Bed load carrier compatible aluminium tonneau cover (max 75 kg) KE730-4K011

(141) Roof load carrier in aluminium (max 80 kg) KE730-4K410

(142)  Cross bars for roof railing (max 100 kg) KE732-3K010

(143) Ski carrier up to 3 pairs KE738-50001

(144) Ski carrier up to 4 pairs KE738-50002

(145) T-track aluminium adapter for ski carrier 3 & 4 pairs KE737-99932

(146)  Slideable ski carrier up to 6 pairs KE738-99996

(147) Standard bicycle carrier (for 1 bicycle) KE738-80100

(148) T-track adapter for standard bicycle carrier KE737-99933

(149)  High grade bicycle carrier (Thule 591) KE737-80010

ROOF BOXES
CAPACITY/ LENGTH/ WIDTH/ HEIGHT/ WEIGHT/ MAX LOAD

(150) Small roof box in black with quick fi xing and double opening 
(380L/1600-800-400mm/13kg/75kg) KE734-380BK

(151) Medium roof box in black with quick fi xing and double opening 
(480L/1900-800-400mm/15kg/75kg) KE734-480BK

(152) Big roof box in black with quick fi xing and double opening 
(530L/2250-800-420mm/17kg/75kg) KE734-630BK

(153) Roof box Ranger 90 in fabric (280L/1100-800-400mm/50kg) KE734-RAN90

TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANCE
(154)  Front parking system KE512-99906

(155)  Rear park system KE513-4K07B

(156) Rear park system (Low grade) KE513-4K07C

SAFETY / SECURITY
(157) Warning triangle KE930-00017

(158) Warning triangle (set of 2) KE930-00018

(159) First aid kit (hard plastic box) KE930-00021

(160) First aid kit (soft box) KE930-00026

(161)  Safety pack (fi rst aid kit, jacket and 1 triangle) KE930-00028

(162) Safety pack (fi rst aid kit, jacket and 2 triangles) KE930-00029

(163) Nissan Safety jacket KE930-00111

ORDERING
INFORMATION

Ask your sales representative about including accessories in you Nissan finance deal 
and benefit from a financing plan that suits you.

Nissan Genuine Accessories 
5 years or 100,000MI if fit at PDI by Nissan dealers (Parts and labour) 12 months if fit 
by 3rd Party or customer (Parts only / unlimited mileage)

 Nissan Approved Accessories 
2 years or 62,000MI if fit at PDI by Nissan dealers (Parts and labour) 12 months if fit by 
3rd Party or customer (Parts only/unlimited mileage)

 Nissan Accessories 
3 years or 62,000MI if fit at PDI by Nissan dealers (Parts and labour) 
12 months if fit by 3rd Party or customer (Parts only/unlimited mileage)



Follow New Nissan NAVARA on:
Dealer stamp:

visit our website at: www.nissan.co.uk/vehicles/new-vehicles/navara

*5 Year / 100,000MI (whatever comes first) Manufacturer Warranty for the LCV range (with the exception of e-NV200: 5 Year / 62,000MI 
Manufacturer Warranty for EV system parts, 5 Year / 62,000MI for the rest of the vehicle)

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (June 2017). 
This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s 
policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan International reserves the right to change at any time the specification 
and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly 
as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations 
of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and 
interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission 
of Nissan International is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – MY16 NEW NAVARA P&A FULL Brochure 06/2017 – Printed in EU.
Created by DESIGNORY, France and produced by eg+ worldwide, France - Tel. : +33 1 49 09 25 35.
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